RIKEN BioResource Center

RIKEN BioResource Center

- Experimental Animal Division
- Experimental Plant Division
- Cell Engineering Division (RIKEN BRC Cell Bank)
  - Resource Advancement Unit
- Gene Engineering Division (RIKEN BRC Gene Bank)
- Microbe Division (RIKEN BRC JCM)
  - Resource Advancement Unit
- Bioresource Information Division
- Bioresource Engineering Division
- Technology and Development Team for Mammalian Genome Dynamics
- Technology and Development Team for Biosignal Program
- Technology and Development Team for Mouse Phenotype Analysis: Japan Mouse Clinic
- Team for Advanced Development and Evaluation of Human Disease Models
- Mutagenesis and Genomics Team
- Drug-Discovery Cellular Basis Development Team
- Technology and Development Unit for Knowledge Base of Mouse Phenotype
- Support Unit for Quality Management
- iPS Cell Research Unit for Drug Discovery

BioResource Center Planning Office

Shinozaki Research Collaborative Group
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